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Abstract

Comparisons of replacement to silent divergence have been used in a variety of
studies aimed at detecting selection. Here, such comparisons are shown to be very
sensitive to the pattern of rate variation in replacement sites. Saturation may play
an important role even at surprisingly low levels of divergence if the substitution
rate varies across replacement sites. For example, saturation in replacement sites
may be of importance in the evolution of the HIV-I envelope gene. However, the
pattern of saturation in replacement and silent sites may, in itself, provide valuable
insight into the causes of DNA evolution. 210 DNA sequencesfrom 15 different
loci/systematic groups are analyzed, and evidence for positive selection is demonstrated in at least one of these data sets, through an analysis of the distribution of
substitution rates along the sequence.

Introduction

Substitutions in protein coding regions can be divided into those which do, and
those which do not change the resulting amino acid sequence. The former are
referred to as replacement or nonsynonymous substitutions while the latter are
known as silent or synonymous substitutions. Because selection acts primarily on
the protein level, selection is assumedto be stronger in replacement sites than in
silent sites. Theories regarding the causes of molecular evolution can therefore be
evaluated by comparing the pattern of divergence in silent sites with the pattern of
divergence in replacement sites.
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Many tests of the neutral theory of molecular evolution have been performed
using estimates of the number of silent and replacement substitutions
(MacDonald
and Kreitman,
1991; Gillespie, 1989). In short, the neutral theory states that
divergence within and between species is caused primarily by genetic drift and
mutation (Kimura. 1968). Therefore, one prediction of the neutral theory is that the
evolution in silent sites and replacement sites should follow the same neutral
dynamics. For example, the neutral theory predicts that the ratio of the rate of
replacement substitution
to silent substitution
will be constant within each locus.
This prediction forms the theoretical basis for the MacDonald and Kreitman ( 199 I )
test. In this test, the ratio of silent substitutions to replacement substitutions between
a pair of species is compared to the ratio of replacement nucleotide diversity to silent
nucleotide diversity within a species. Different ratios of divergence within and
between species are interpreted as evidence against strict neutrality.
Constancy in the ratio of replacement to silent substitutions
has also been applied
more informally to detect positive selection in nucleotide sequences. For example,
variation in the ratio of replacement to silent substitutions along the DNA molecule
may provide insight into the underlying evolutionary
processes. A high degree of
replacement variation in certain regions of the MHC molecule is usually held as
evidence for positive selection (Hughes and Nei, 1992).
In rare cases the ratio of replacement to silent divergence may be observed at
different points in time. Changes in the ratio of replacement to silent variation in
the HIV-l
envelope gene during different stages of the infection have been
interpreted as evidence for variation in the selective pressure exerted on the gene in
question (Bonhoeffer et al., 1995).
In these studies, the level of replacement and silent variation is typically determined by very simple measures (e.g. the method of Nei and Gojobori,
1986).
Therefore, saturation in the number of nucleotide differences due to multiple
substitutions
may often be a factor of importance. Several authors (e.g. Li, 1993;
Satta, 1993) have demonstrated that these methods may provide biased estimates if
the wrong substitution
model is applied when correcting for multiple hits. Especially a mutational bias in silent sites may be of importance. These types of
violations of the models are not explored in this paper. Instead, this paper
concentrates on exploring the implicit assumptions regarding the role of purifying
selection. This is particularly relevant given that even very complex models (e.g.
Goldman and Yang, 1995; Muse and Gaut, 1995) may fail to appropriately account
for the effects of multiple substitutions
due to the inherent difficulties in the
modeling of the selective forces acting along the molecule.
In this paper the problems of saturation in comparisons of ratios of replacement
to silent divergence will be discussed and exemplified by a re-analysis of the HIV-I
sequence data examined in a study by Bonhoeffer et al. Furthermore,
it will be
demonstrated that the pattern of saturation in replacement and silent sites may
itself provide valuable insights into the substitutional
process and the causes of
molecular evolution. The methods discussed in this paper will be applied on 15
previously published locus/species group combinations.
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Because the ratio of replacement to silent divergence is so often considered in
studies on the causesof molecular evolution, it is of great interest to investigate
under which circumstances differences in estimates of the ratio of replacement to
silent divergence will occur due to the method of estimation. Commonly, the
number of nucleotide differences is estimated separately in replacement and silent
sites (e.g., the methods of Nei and Gojobori, 1986; Satta, 1993). Subsequently, the
numbers of replacement and of silent sites are calculated to provide an estimate of
the number of replacement nucleotide differences per site (Nr) and the number
of silent nucleotide differences per site (Ns). The last step in the estimation of the
ratio of replacement to silent divergence is a logarithmic correction for multiple
hits. In this manner, the estimated number of replacement substitutions per site
(Dr) and silent substitutions per site (Ds) is obtained. Subsequently, the ratio of
these two estimates is treated as an estimate of the ratio of replacement to silent
substitution. Several of these inferential steps are potentially problematic. The
literature has typically been concerned with how to separate silent from replacement differences in two-fold degenerate sites and in codons where more than one
site is varied. These problems can, at least partially, be solved by applying a
weighting scheme such as equal weights (also called the unweighted pathways
method) in the case of the method of Nei and Gojobori (1986) or by using codon
based methods such as the ones by Muse and Gaut (1995) and Goldman and Yang
(1995). Another problem of concern has been how to correct for multiple hits under
models more complicated than that of Jukes and Cantor (1969). This problem can
usually be solved by a few simplifying assumptions (see Li, 1993; Hein and
Stoevlbaek, 1995).
A third problem, largely overlooked in the literature, is the methods’ dependency
on assumptions regarding the effect of purifying selection. As will be demonstrated,
these assumptions have a strong effect on the estimator. It is trivial to investigate
this effect by applying the common models of sequenceevolution (e.g., Jukes and
Cantor, 1969; Kimura 1980 etc.) to describe the expected number of nucleotide
differences in silent and replacement sites. For example, let us assume(Model a)
that all silent sites are neutral, a fraction u’) of all replacement sites are neutral and
the rest are invariable (completely functionally constrained). Furthermore, assume
that there is no mutational bias, equal base frequency etc. Then, using the ratio of
the expectations for the expectation of the ratio, the inferred ratio of replacement
to silent divergence as measured by the number of nucleotide differences, will be

(1)
where i is the rate of substitution in variable sites and t is the total divergence time.
Evidently, in such a model, the ratio of replacement to silent nucleotide differences
is constant in time (Fig. la) and equal to the true ratio of replacement to silent
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This function is plotted in Figure 2a forf’== 0.1. In the following, this model (Model
a) of divergence will be denoted the neutral sites model because the selection acting
on a mutation depends solely on the position of the mutation in the sequence, and
not on the state of the mutation.
Similar expressions can easily be obtained for other models. For example, if all
replacement sites are equally variable (Model b), but the rate in each replacement
site is reduced by a factorf‘(this
is the model implicitly assumed when applying the
log correction as in the Nei and Gojobori
(1986) method), then the ratio of
divergence before and after the log correction will be as depicted in Figure 1b and
2b. In this model there is no rate variation across replacement sites. Note that the
ratio of divergence will now change when the number of nucleotide differences

Fig. I. The ratio of the expected divergence
in replacement
sites (IVV) to the expected divergence
in silent
sites (IV%) as estimated by the number of nucleotide
differences,
for three different
models. In all models
silent evolution
is assumed to follow a Jukes and Cantor (1968) model and the ratio of replacement
to
silent substitutions
is 0. I. The expected ratio of replacement
to silent substitutions
is obtained by simply
dividing
the appropriate
expression
for the expected number
of nucleotide
differences
in replacement
sites with the corresponding
expression
for the expected number of nucleotide
differences
in silent sites.
In the neutrcrl sire.5 (a) model replacement
sites are either invariable
or neutral (and follows a Jukes and
Cantor model). In the HO rntc twiutim
(b) model the rate is the same in all replacement
sites (a Jukes
and Cantor model with the rate set to one tenth the rate in silent sites). In the ,qumn~ r~&/
(c) the rate
in replacement
sites is gamma distributed
with x = 0.01. This corresponds
to very strong rate variation.
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Fig. 2. The ratio of the expected divergence
in replacement
sites (Or) to the expected dicergence in silent
sites (D.5) when a log correction
for multiple
hits such as the one performed
in the method of Nei and
Gojoborl
(I 986) is performed.
The three different
models are the same as the models displayed in Figure
I. Howver,
in each case a log correction
is performed
separately on the expected number of replaccmcnt
and silent nucleotide
differences
before the expression
for the ratio is obtained.

(N/.,‘N.r) is considered but not when the corrected number of substitutions
(Dr/Ds)
is considered.
The assumption of rate constancy across replacement sites is inherently unrealistic. There is ample empirical evidence demonstrating
that the rate of replacement
substitution
varies between regions and between sites. Furthermore,
this assumption is at variance with a strictly neutral model of evolution. Under a strictly
neutral model new mutations come in two flavors; they are either completely
deleterious or selectively neutral (Kimura,
1968). However, if the rate is constant
across replacement sites, all new replacement mutations must have the same
selection coefficient. Rate constancy across replacement sites is therefore not
expected under strict neutrality. Nonetheless, the commonly performed log correction implicitly assumes this model of rate constancy across replacement sites.
A third model (Model c) is based on the popular gamma distributed rates (lc and
2~). In this model, rates at replacement sites follow a gamma distribution whereas
rates are constant across silent sites. The parameters underlying the graphs correspond to very strong variation in replacement sites as expected if a fraction of
replacement sites are hypervariable (evolving considerably faster than silent sites).
Such a pattern may appear if positively selected substitutions occur commonly in a
small fraction of replacement sites. This model is therefore a model involving
selection and is not a model of neutral evolution.
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Three lessons can be learned from the above discussion. First, only under the
restrictive neutral sites model will the ratio of nucleotide differences in silent to
replacement sites (Nr/Ns)
be constant. Under all other circumstances the ratio of
divergence will change with time. Notice that the effect will also be present at very
low levels of divergence, especially in the case of hypervariable replacement sites.
Likewise, if Dr/Ds is used to estimate the ratio of divergence the ratio will only stay
constant under very restrictive (and unrealistic) assumptions (Fig. 2b). The degree
to which constancy in NI-INS is observed in nature or not, will be explored in the
‘Results and discussion’ section.
Second, it is possible to obtain unbiased estimators of the ratio of replacement to
silent divergence only if the effects of selection at each site are known (or can be
reliably estimated). Unfortunately,
it may not be realistic to assume that such
knowledge will ever be available.
Third, both a bias towards smaller values and a bias towards larger values of the
ratio of replacement to silent nucleotide divergence (Nr/Ns) may occur. In general,
if saturation occurs faster in silent sites, the ratio will be biased towards larger
values and if saturation occurs faster in replacement sites the ratio will be biased
towards smaller values. One method for examining real data for such patterns is to
plot the number of replacement nucleotide differences as function of the number of
silent nucleotide differences for different branches of a tree or for different pairwise
observations. Left curvature (Fig. 3) in the relationship between replacement and

Fig. 3. The expected

number of replacement
nucleotide
differences
plotted as a function
of the expected
number silent nucleotide differences
for the neutral sites model (C&r CWCU~WL’) and the gamma model
(left c~rur~re).
In both cases, the ratio of replacement
to silent substitutions
is 0.1, If initial saturation
occur fastest in replacement
sites, as in the gamma model, the function
describing
the relationship
between replacement
and silent differences
will be concave (right curvature),
whereas if saturation
is
fastest in silent sites. as in the neutral site model, the function
will be convex (left curvature).
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silent substitutions
is expected if saturation occurred faster in replacement than in
silent sites. This prediction will be explored in the hypervuriuhle sites section.

Methods

When analyzing the effect of saturation, many sequences are needed to provide
a clear pattern. For such sequences the number of replacement differences could, in
principle, be plotted as a function of the number of silent differences for all pairwise
comparisions
and the resulting plot could be examined. However, comparisons of
the number of substitutions between terminal taxa cannot be directly applied in any
formal test because the taxa share a common tree and therefore, all of the data
points obtained from the pairwise comparisons will be correlated. It is therefore
necessary to generate independent data from the observed sequences when examining the saturation function.
One method for generating pseudo-independent
data is to estimate the nucleotide
sequence at each node in the underlying phylogenetic tree. This estimation can be
performed by maximum parsimony or by maximum likelihood as described by
Yang (1996). The number of differences between these hypothetical sequences can
then be compared, and considered when examining the saturation function. This
general method will be applied throughout this paper. Since most methods provide
rather similar reconstructions
(Yang et al., 1996) the exact method of reconstruction of the ancestral sequences may not be of great importance. In this paper the
reconstruction
is done by maximum likelihood while the total substitution rate in a
particular site is allowed to vary freely (Nielsen, 1997). This is to at least partly
adjust for rate variation along the sequence. Gene trees are estimated using
maximum likelihood and a discrete HKY + Gamma model (Hasegawa et al., 1985;
Yang, 1993; Yang, 1994).
After estimating the ancestral sequence in each node, the numbers of replacement
and silent differences between nodes are estimated by the unweighted pathways
method (see for example Nei, 1987) and the estimated number of replacement
differences is plotted as a function of the estimated number of silent differences.
Finally, the hypothesis of curvature in this function is tested. This is simply done by
fitting a linear model (with functional form Ax + B) and a model involving a square
term (Ax* + Bx + C) to the data by the method of least squares. The hypothesis of
linearity between the inferred number of replacement and silent substitution is then
tested by comparing the fit of these two nested models using standard regression
theory and assuming that the coefficients are normally distributed (see for example
Rice, 1995, pp. 542). In this manner, curvature in the function describing the ratio
of replacement to silent nucleotide differences is tested. It should be noted that this
test assumes that the data points are independent which is not strictly true in the
present case since the very same data has been applied in the reconstruction
of each
ancestral state.
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Site by site analysis

After a test of curvature has been performed, subsequent analysis of the
distribution of replacement and silent substitution rates along the sequencecan be
performed. One method for further elucidating the causes of the curvature is to
separately estimate the rate of substitution at each site. This can be done by the
method of Nielsen (1997). Briefly described, in this method a maximum likelihood
estimate of the rate is obtained for each site under the assumption that the true
branch lengths and topology of the underlying phylogenetic tree are known. In the
present case, we do not know the true topology or branch lengths. However, these
can be estimated from the nucleotide sequence data. Since the same tree and
topology are assumedwhen estimating the rate in replacement and silent sites, any
bias in the estimate should have the same effect on the two types of sites. The
application of this method is therefore appropriate for detecting differences in the
distribution of rates in silent and replacement sites despite the bias introduced by
the estimation of the phylogeny. Tests of hypotheses can be performed by applying
appropriate resampling schemeson the obtained estimates. In the present case we
want to test the hypothesis that the most variable, say lo%, of replacement sites are
more variable than expected given the rate in silent sites. This test can be performed
by a simple resampling test. The estimates in silent sites can be resampled with
replacement to provide samples of a size equal to the number of replacement
observations. In these resampled data sets, the mean rate in the 10% most variable
sites can be compared to the observed mean rate in the 10% most variable
replacement sites. By repeating this resampling scheme, an estimated P-value can be
obtained as the frequency of the samples with means larger than the observed
replacement mean. This P-value signifies the probability of observing the inferred
mean in the 10% most variable replacement sites if the rate in replacement sites is
just as high as in silent sites (i.e. if replacement sites are no more functionally
restricted than silent sites). A site is counted as a replacement site if it is
non-degenerate at all reconstructed and all external nodes of the tree. Likewise, a
site is counted as a silent site if it is fourfold-degenerate at all nodes. As before,
trees are estimated by maximum likelihood using the HKY + gamma model (Yang,
1993).

Duta

Two types of data are analyzed in this paper. First, a large data set containing
sequencesof the HIV-l envelope gene are reanalyzed. The data set contains
sequencesfrom the third through seventh year of infection of one infected individual (for more information on this data see Bonhoeffer et al., 1995).
Second, 210 previously published sequences,divided into 15 locus groups/species
combinations, were extracted from Genbank on the basis of availability. These
sequencesare described in Table 1. Within each locus group/species combination
the sequenceswere aligned by eye.
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Table 1. The results of the test of curvature
(L denotes left curvature
and R denotes right curvature).
The GenBank
accession numbers for the individual
sequences are I: (LO8042, LO8033, L08031, L08034,
L08035, LO8036
LO80.17, LO8038, LO8039, LO8040, LO8041, LO8043).
2: (M93204:Ml7428,
Ll9402,
LO6009, K03174, X53934,
X56750. X01586, M22899,
K02292).
3: (X56020,
Dl4370~013464,
S42402,
X51822,
218423,
M73628,
K02598.
Dl4374/Dl3466+
Dl4375’Dl3466+
Dl43761Dl3466,
D14377
Dl3467+
Dl4378/Dl3467
+ Dl4373!Dl3465,
Dl437l~Dl3465+D14372/Dl3465+Dl4373’Dl3465,
Dl4368/Dl3464+
Dl4369,Dl3464+Dl4370/Dl3464).
4: (X00953.
X07790, X64177 S48161, M76977,
M29515,
K00484, 500061, 5: (M81365iM93964,
VOO508, M81364,
M18212,
M81411,
M81409,
M81368
M93965,
M36304,‘Xl3285,
M81363,
Ml5735,
M81363,
Ml5735,
M81366,
M81362,M93967,
M81367).
6:
(M95144.
M95147,
M95148,
M95150,
M95140,
M95145,
M95141,
M95146,
M95142,
M95149,
M15943,
M95151,
M95151,
X00924, 301404 + JO1405 + 501407). 7: (M8005’M58354,
M74007,
M47008, M47004.
M58009jM58358,
M80904,
M58007jM58356,
M58006’M58355.
M80905,
X15759.
M85147:302825.
M74005,
M74006).
8: (212033, 212039,
M25691.
M25694,
M25695,
212046, 212045, 212030, 212042,
212044, M25692,
M25693,
M64893,
212032, 221776).
9: (X00.176, M61740,
M73981.
X61 109, VO0497,
M15734,
VO0347, VO0878,
X13727,
504429, X57030).
IO: (Ll II744Llll86,
Ll l223-Lll228).
I I:
(LOl909,
LOl910,
LOl911,
LOl912,
LO1913, LOl914, LOl906, LOl908,
L1953FLl3169,
L19530:113168.
L195291L13167,
Ll9528;Ll3166).
12: (M606844M60687,
M6079OmM60793,
M60990,
M60997,
M63303’M36785,
M63287/M3678l’M60683,
M97637,
M57565,
J01066~M11290,
M57300,
M60998,
M63390.
X62181,
M63291.
M63581,
MS5545.
X57365).
13: (UO6159
UO6178).
14: (UO6158 -78). 15:
(L34810-L34819,
L34776mL34779,
L34833, L34834, L34687).
Systematic
ww

Locus

No. of
sequences

Length of
sequences

Test of
curvature

Galeomorphii
Mammalia
Mammalia
Mammalia
Primates
Drosophiltr
Primate5
Cichlidae
Mammalia
Resales
Droseraceae
Dwsophilcl
A/~tlru.s
S~yttrlopl’.\
Prasinophytes

I2
9
II
7
I4
15
I4
I5
II
I9
I2
23
8
24
16

II40
41 I
303
I85
212
678
684
237
354
1266
1311
762
I038
213
101 I

p<O.OU5L
p<O.O5R
p > 0.05
p > 0.05
p > 0.05
p > 0.05
p < O.OOSL
p > 0.05
p > 0.05
p < 0.01 R
p > 0.05
p < 0. ou.5 L
p > 0.05
p > 0.05
,I < 0.05 R

Results and discussion

An example of the potential pitfalls when using simple comparisons
of the
number of replacement to silent substitutions
is provided by the study of Bonhoeffer et al., (1995) reported in Nuture on the divergence of the HIV-I envelope gene
in one infected individual. Bonhoeffer et al. observed a very low ratio of silent to
replacement divergence and interpreted this as evidence for positive selection. They
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furthermore
interpreted an apparent increase with time in the ratio of silent to
replacement divergence as evidence for a corresponding
decrease in the selection
pressure on new adaptive replacement mutations. However, as discussed above,
apparent changes over time in the ratio of silent to replacement divergence may
simply be artifacts caused by the method of estimation.
To illustrate this point, I estimated the ratio of replacement to silent substitutions
by counting the number of nucleotide differences between nodes as discussed above.
(The data from the fourth year of infection were used to minimize the degree of
saturation. The data from the third year of infection do not provide a good
estimate of the ratio of silent to replacement divergence since only very few silent
substitutions
are observed). An estimate of 3.1 was obtained by this method.
Assuming that this is the true ratio of replacement to silent substitution,
and a
Jukes and Cantor (1969) model of evolution, the ratio of silent to replacement
divergence will change by a factor of 3 from low to high levels of divergence.
Furthermore,
in the presence of hypervariable
replacement sites, the ratio may
change very rapidly in the direction observed by Bonhoeffer et al. even for very low
levels of divergence (Fig. 2~). Since the ratio of replacement to silent substitution
observed in the HIV-l data very likely is caused by the presence of such rapidly
evolving sites, the ratio of replacement to silent substitutions
is expected to change
rapidly under the null model of constant selection pressure. Therefore, it is far from
clear that changing selection pressure is responsible for the change in the ratio of
replacement to silent divergence inferred by Bonhoeffer et al.
Estimates of the rate of substitution
can provide a rough minimum estimate of
the average selection coefficient per site (s) required to explain the data. For a
haploid population, the probability of fixation 0,) of a new neutral mutation is 1:N,
where N is the viral population size. For a selected new mutation p z 2s/( 1 - ezv’)
(Kimura, 1962). Assuming that the rate of substitution is at least three times higher
in replacement sites than in silent sites. s 2 1.4,‘N is obtained. Note that if only
some replacement sites experience positive selection, the rate of substitution would
in fact vary strongly between replacement sites (as in Model c).
In this manner, the data of Bonhoeffer et al. can easily be explained by a simple
model of positive selection of new replacement mutations with a constant selection
coefficient larger than 1.4jN. The apparent curvature in the ratio of replacement to
silent divergence may be caused by a simple saturation phenomenon, rather than
changing selection pressure. This example demonstrates the importance of considering rate variation and saturation effects when testing models of DNA evolution by
comparisons of the ratio of replacement to silent divergence.

It may be argued that the HIV-1 data provide an extreme example since it is one
of only very few cases where positive Darwinian
selection can actually be unambiguously demonstrated.
It is possible that in most genes saturation does not
significantly change the inferred ratio of replacement to silent nucleotide differences
over time.

Tests
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To investigate this problem I performed the test of constancy in the ratio of
replacement to silent nucleotide differences on the locus groups,:‘species combinations extracted from Genbank (Tab. 1). In 6 out of 15 tests a model with a square
term provided a significantly better fit to the data than a linear model. Therefore,
the inferred number of replacement nucleotide differences does not, in many cases,
appear to be linearly related to the inferred number of silent nucleotide differences.
There may be many reasons why the number of nucleotide differences in
replacement and silent sites are not linearly related. It is interesting, however, to
note that in 3 cases right curvature is observed, and in 3 cases left curvature is
observed (Tab. 1). Therefore, it appears that initial saturation may be fastest in
either replacement or in silent sites depending on the specific gene (and taxa). This
confirms that any simple correction
scheme will not alleviate the problem of
non-linearity
between the divergence in replacement and silent sites. Due to the
possibility of rate variation, a higher overall degree of divergence in silent sites does
not imply that initial saturation will occur faster in silent sites.

Fig. 4. The
Prasinophytcs.

distribution
Only

of the
varied

sites

cstlmate
are

of the
shown.

rate

in silent

and

replacement

sites

in the data

of Rhd

in
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It is not surprising that significant left curvature is observed in 3 cases. This
observation
can easily be accommodated
by a strictly neutral model. From a
neutralist standpoint, however, it is very surprising that in 3 cases saturation occurs
significantly faster in replacement sites than in silent sites, even when the overall
rate of substitution
is apparently much lower in replacement sites than in silent
sites. A plausible explanation for this pattern is that the rate of substitution in some
replacement sites is considerably higher than the rate of evolution in silent sites (as
in Fig. lc). If this is true, an analysis of the distribution of rates along the sequence
should reveal the presence of such sites. For these three data sets, the rate of
evolution was estimated independently in each site by the method discussed in the
site hi* site mcrl~sis
section. The results of the analysis are displayed in Figures 4, 6
and 7. In the data set of Rbcl from Prasinophytes (Fig. 4) there is no evidence for
any category of replacement sites with rates elevated compared to silent sites. In
contrast, the rate in silent sites seems to be uniformly higher than the rate in
replacement sites. The apparent right curvature observed in this data set (Tab. I)
may actually be caused by other factors than saturation in replacement sites, such
as sampling factors or changes in the selection pressure. In the two remaining data

Fig. 5. The
Interleukin-Il.

distribution
of the estimate of the rate
Only varied sites are shown.

in silent

and

replacement

sites in the data

of
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Fig. 6. The distribution
of the estimate
Resales. Only varied sites are shown.

of the rate in silent

and replacement

sites in the data of Rhd

in

sets, however, there may be replacement sites with an accelerated rate (Figs. 5 and
6). The resampling test, which provides an estimate of the probability of finding the
observed or a higher rate in replacement sites given the rate in silent sites, was
applied to these two data sets. P-values of p = 0.269 and p = 0.028 were obtained
from the Interleukin-II
data set and the Rhcl data respectively. This result suggests
that in at least in one case the observed curvature in the ratio of replacement to
silent divergence may indeed be caused by the presence of hypervariable replacement sites. The most obvious explanation is the action of positive selection in at
least one of the included genes. It is surprising that it is possible to detect selection
by an analysis of the distribution
of substitution
rates because it requires the
presence of many sites which undergo recurrent selective fixations.

Conclusion
Simple estimates of changes in the ratio of replacement to silent substitutions
have been applied in a variety of studies to detect selection. In this article it has
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been demonstrated that such methods are sensitive to assumptions regarding the
distribution
of rates along the gene and may be biased by the effect of multiple
substitutions even at apparently low levels of divergence. The results of such studies
should therefore by interpreted with great caution. In particular,
an apparent
change in the ratio of replacement to silent divergence should not be interpreted as
evidence for changing selection pressure without further analysis.
However,
the saturation
curve describing the ratio of replacement to silent
substitutions
may provide important information in itself. More specifically, rapid
saturation in replacement sites may indicate the action of positive selection. This
hypothesis may then be further examined by a site-by-site analysis as outlined in
this article.
The presence of data sets in this study with more rapid saturation at replacement
sites than at silent sites is surprising.
It may indicate that recurrent selective
fixations are common in some genes. Future analysis of the pattern of rate variation
in DNA sequences may help suggest plausible alternatives
to the commonly
assumed strictly neutral model.
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